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Abstract—During the last decades, concepts of Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) were continuously adapted and
improved based on new insights into human travel behavior.
Drivers for improvements are the quantity and quality of
available mobility data, which increased significantly in recent
years. Based on travel behavior, literature proposes a large
number of different solutions for next step or future location
prediction. However a holistic spatio-temporal prediction, which
could further improve the quality of ITS, creates a more complex
task. The prediction of medium-term mobility for one to seven
days is challenging in particular for atypical travel behavior,
since the weekdays’ order delivers no reliable indication for the
next day’s travel behavior. With our contribution, we explore
the benefits of various prediction approaches for medium-term
mobility prediction and combine them dynamically to predict
individual mobility behavior for a period of one week. The
derived framework utilizes an exhaustive search approach to
benefit from a machine learning based clustering method on
location data. In conjunction with an Artificial Neural Network,
the prediction framework is robust against prediction errors
created by atypical behavior. With two data sets consisting of
smartphone and vehicle data, we demonstrate the framework’s
real-world applicability. We show that clustering an individual’s
historical movement data can improve the prediction accuracy of
different prediction methods that will be explained in detail and
illustrate the interrelation of entropy and prediction accuracy.
Index Terms—Spatio-temporal, medium-term mobility predic-
tion, pattern mining, atypical travel pattern, Intelligent Trans-
portation System.
I. INTRODUCTION
While mobility prediction has been an active field of re-
search for a long time, the range of applications has grown
significantly due to the availability of high resolution mobility
data, mainly driven by the vast amount of smartphone data
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[1]. A major challenge in predicting mobility for different
applications is determining the right format and representation
of the data, i.e. the prediction horizon and the required spatial
and temporal resolution of the prediction outcome. A correct
classification is challenging in particular, as the variety of
application domains has been constantly growing since early
studies in the 1940’s about a theory, relating mobility and
distance [2]. This sets a starting point for mobility prediction.
A significant number of applications refer to mobility
prediction in context of “next place” prediction in which
a user’s next relevant location is predicted [3]. We refer
to this kind of prediction as short-term mobility prediction,
which is not only limited to the next-step, but also to the
next upcoming hours. Different clustering methods have been
proposed to improve short-term mobility prediction. Lv et
al. [4] clustered users according to their living habits based
on hourly entropy characteristics and identified four different
user types. Based on their findings, the authors were able to
demonstrate that, according to the user type, an adjustment
of the applied prediction method can improve the short-term
prediction accuracy.
On the other side of the spectrum there are long-term
mobility predictions, aiming for mobility prediction in the
scale of months to years. Sadilek et al. [5] point out that
techniques, such as Markov Models (MM) and random walk-
based formalism, which work well for short-term mobility
prediction, are of little help in the context of long term
prediction. This supports our theory that not only the scope,
but also the available data and prediction range are essential
for the study of an adequate mobility prediction algorithm.
In this paper we want to focus on what we call medium-
term mobility prediction, which typically covers a time span
from one day to one week. Focusing on this specific pre-
diction horizon, our proposed framework identifies atypical
travel patterns. This is a particular challenge for medium-
term mobility prediction. The phenomenon of atypical travel
behavior, which is characterized by movement that is not
repeated on a weekly periodicity, has also been reported in [6].
We refine the definition of atypical travel behavior given in [6]
and define travel events that cannot be associated to a specific
weekday in an interval of one week as atypical. Examples
for atypical travel behavior would be a periodic location visit
every fortnight or a location visit every other day.
To illustrate this aspect, we refer to our previously intro-
duced prediction model [7], in which day-specific mobility
was clustered according to the weekday. Hence a prediction
for Monday was always based and limited on data of all
3historic Mondays. This, as well as a strict distinction between
working days and weekends, which has also been applied in
other works [8] [9], is a simplification that does not necessarily
catch an individual’s atypical mobility behavior. For instance,
for a shift worker with three-shift operation outside of a
weekly cycle, weekday-specific clustering may lead to wrong
results. Hence, in some cases it makes sense to cluster days
according to the individual’s movement characteristics instead
of the weekday’s name. Clustering based on day-specific travel
characteristics also helps to identify day-specific routines and
cross-day patterns. Thus, we propose a new clustering method
that works in conjunction with an Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) based sequence prediction and evaluate its impact
on the performance of location dependent and location in-
dependent prediction on medium-term mobility. Investigations
of hybrid models that combine different prediction methods
and ANN have also been used in other researches in context
of intelligent transportation systems [10]. With the proposed
ANN we investigate a clustering solution that is able to take
factors such as holidays for predicting the mobility of an
individual into account.
By experiments on two different mobility data sets, con-
sisting of vehicle data (DS1) and smartphone data (DS2),
we illustrate the correlation between data sources, prediction
method and prediction accuracy. We show that based on a
user’s mobility profile entropy, the proposed method tends to
reach the maximum predictability and that vehicle movement
is more predictable than a person’s movement data collected
with a smartphone. The contributions of our approach are:
• An adaptable medium-term prediction framework for
practical ITS applications, which enables new applica-
tions, e.g. ride sharing, electric vehicles charging, vehicle
software update planing and traffic analysis.
• Atypical movement pattern recognition and prediction,
which contributes to a more reliable prediction scheme
for individuals that do not follow typical travel patterns.
• Validation on two real-world GPS data sets, which
demonstrates the advantages and applicability of the
proposed prediction framework.
This work continues as follows: Section II provides an
overview of the current state of research and technology;
Section III introduces our prediction framework and describes
the individual methods in detail; Section IV analyzes and
compares the achieved prediction accuracy of our proposed
framework for different real-world data profiles; Finally, Sec-
tion V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Inherent in the historical development of human societies,
human mobility behavior covers different domains. A compre-
hensive overview of the different domains of human mobility
models and applications is given in [11]. For example, in [8]
mobility prediction is used to pre-fetch relevant smartphone
data. Gambs et al. [12] lists geo-privacy mechanisms and
location based services as possible use cases for next place
prediction. Using taxi movement data, Jenelius et al. [13]
proposes a network travel time prediction method for ITS,
covering horizons from several minutes up to around one hour.
Do et al. [14] uses GPS data collected on smartphones and a
probabilistic kernel method to predict a user’s location for one
and three hour intervals. Independent from the domain, human
mobility patterns can be broken down to three key indicators:
the trip distance distribution, the radius of gyration and the
number of visited locations [15].
A number of researchers dedicated their work to find
statistical models which can be used to describe these three key
indicators. Brockmann et al. [16] found out that when P (d)
is interpreted as the probability of finding a displacement of
length d, the trip distance distribution can be approximated
with P (d) ∼ d−β where β ≈ 1.59. Gonzales et al. [17]
concludes that the radius of a gyration distribution P (rg) can
be approximated with P (rg) = (rg+r0g)
−βr exp(−rg/κ) with
r0g = 5.8 km, βr = 1.65± 0.15 and κ = 350 km. In [18] it is
shown that the number of distinct locations S(t) visited by a
randomly moving human can be approximated with S(t) ∼ tµ
with µ = 0.6± 0.02.
We address two critical aspects of the previously mentioned
findings. One is that the majority of data sets that were used for
the formulation of the aforementioned equations do not consist
of ground truth data. Instead, the majority of location data is
derived from mobile phone records that were either captured
when a person received a text message/call or periodically
once per hour. The individual’s location was then assumed to
be in the vicinity of the closest telephone pole. The second
aspect is that the proposed methods were tested on long-term
mobility behavior. As already mentioned in [15] and [18], S(t)
does not show a robust scaling exponent µ for t < 24h.
The rather theoretical description of human travel behavior
provides limited value for the design of a medium-term predic-
tion framework. This is because the description of movement
patterns of a large quantity of individuals will not help
to identify an individual’s atypical movement characteristics
which creates a direct impact on this individual’s predictability
for periods between one and seven days.
However, insights into individual movement characteristics
[6], as well as the continuous progress in machine learning
applications, help to capture movement on a more individ-
ual level and to adapt existing prediction methods to take
atypical behavior into account. In concrete terms, the pre-
diction accuracy of common statistical prediction methods,
like Markov Models, can be further improved by machine
learning techniques such as Artificial Neural Networks. ANNs
in particular are often used for pattern recognition, also in
context of mobility prediction [19]. In our case, we use an
ANN to identify atypical mobility behavior.
Focusing on individual spatio-temporal mobility prediction
for medium-term horizons, we use the previously described
findings to derive a prediction framework, which is robust
against atypical behavior and offers real-world applicability.
With help of ground truth data, we demonstrate that for some
individuals mobility prediction can be improved with a pre-
ceding clustering scheme which uses a categorical similarity
measure to identify similarities in mobility on a daily basis.
Also, we do not limit the prediction on the step length,
radius of gyration and relevant locations, but include the most
4probable route, which is selected from an individual set of
recorded trajectories.
III. METHODOLOGY
Our proposed prediction framework can be illustrated as a
multi-step process consisting of an Inter-Day Prediction and
a subsequent Intra-Day Prediction.
The Inter-Day Prediction determines the relevant days from
the recorded user profile, which are used for the Intra-Day
Prediction. The Inter-Day Prediction itself consists of two
sub-methods. One corresponds to the “traditional” approach,
in which the order of clusters is given by the sequence of
weekdays. We call this sub-method Weekly Cycle Dependent
(WCD). To be independent from this given sequence, we
introduce the Weekly Cycle Independent (WCI) sub-method,
in which we cluster 24-hour periods regardless from the
weekday’s names, but based on their similarity regarding
travel behavior. Since this step eliminates the natural sequence
of weekdays, we explore a Feedforward Artificial Neural
Network to predict the anticipated sequence of previously
formed clusters.
Based on the output of the Inter-Day Prediction the Intra-
Day Prediction forecasts the day-specific travel pattern. In this
second step, we present two approaches where one can be
assigned to the category Location Dependent (LD) and the
other to the category Location Independent (LI). The overall
structure of our proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the overall framework. The first step corresponds to the
Inter-Day Prediction, consisting of the two alternative approaches: The first
creates Feature Clusters (FC) and uses an ANN for cluster prediction, while
the second uses the weekday cycle based on Weekday Clusters (WC). In the
second step, the Intra-Day Prediction is applied on the basis of the selected
data (days) in step one. Two alternative methods are presented here.
The goal of the framework’s design is to be applicable in
different domains of location prediction, hence we pursue a
simple way of providing spatio-temporal data to the system.
We refer to the previously described characteristics in mobility
patterns and define two elements in travel records: “visited
places” and “transitions between locations”. In the next chap-
ters of this paper, we refer to Points of Interest (POIs) and
Trip Identifiers (TIDs) respectively. Note that this data input
format allows a universal representation of spatio-temporal
data, which could consists of ground truth GPS data, or as
well as telephone pole data, as it has often been used in other
research projects [15][20].
A. Inter-Day Prediction
The Inter-Day Prediction determines the relevant days from
the recorded user profile, which are used for the Intra-Day
Prediction. The goal of Inter-Day Prediction is to determine
which days in the profile records are relevant for the prediction
of the next prediction period (24 hours). For this purpose, the
profile data is clustered on a daily basis. Thus, the prediction
is also conducted for 24 hour periods and repeated until the
desired medium-term time span is reached.
1) Weekly Cycle Dependent: We implement the “traditional
method” of forming day bins according to the weekday. We
refer to this procedure as Weekday Clustering (WC). This
approach assumes regularity on a weekly basis. The method is
sometimes extended to distinguish mobility behavior between
workdays and weekends [8] [9]. The sequence of days and
hence the relevant data for the next day prediction are known
a priori, as they are given by the order of weekdays. If a
Tuesday is to be predicted, the data is based on all historical
Tuesdays of the recorded mobility profile.
However, with this kind of clustering we observe poor per-
formance for individuals with regularities outside one week,
e.g. shift workers. Reference [6] illustrated on smart card data
for public transportation in London that for some individuals a
part of mobility behavior occurs outside of weekly periodicity.
2) Weekly Cycle Independent: To detect atypical regular-
ities in a user’s travel history, we cluster days with similar
movement patterns, regardless of day names, to be more robust
against previously described atypical behavior. We employ
a cluster analysis, which can be described in a three step
process consisting of a similarity measure, fusion algorithm
and determination of an adequate number of clusters. This
procedure will be referred to as Feature Clustering (FC).
Boriah et al. [21] presented and evaluated several similarity
measures for categorical data. We transfer their proposed
method to quantify the similarity in daily movements with
the Goodall1 [21] similarity measure.
Therefore, let T ∈ N denote the last time point of a day,
which must be chosen according to the desired resolution, for
example T = 24 for a time point each hour or T = 1440 for
each minute. Further let Pk be the set of all POIs that occurred
on time point k for k = 1, . . . , T of the given user profile
over all days in the data. Further let X = (X1, . . . , XT ) and
X ′ = (X ′1, . . . , X
′
T ) be the mobility data of two days, where
Xk, X
′
k ∈ Pk describes the location at the k-th time point for
k = 1, . . . , T of two days respectively.
The similarity measure (SM) is then calculated by:
SM(X,X ′) =
1
T
T∑
k=1
S(Xk, X
′
k), (1)
where
S(Xk, X
′
k) =
1−
∑
q∈Q
p2k(q) if Xk = X
′
k
0 otherwise
, (2)
with
Q = {POI ∈ Pk | fk(POI) ≤ fk(Xk)}
and
p2k(Xk) =
fk(Xk)(fk(Xk)− 1)
N(N − 1) . (3)
5N ∈ N denotes the total number of observed days of the user
profile and fk(x) denotes the total number of occurrences of
POI x ∈ Pk at the k-th point of time.
This similarity measure compares the locations for all
corresponding time points of two days. Rarely visited locations
are weighted higher to reduce the effect of an individual that
mostly stayed in one POI, e.g. at home.
Since this is a similarity measure for categorical data, we
utilize a hierarchical clustering algorithm. Finally, we use
the silhouette-coefficient for cluster quality evaluation and to
determine an optimal number of clusters [22]. It compares
the mean intra-cluster dissimilarity and the mean inter-cluster
dissimilarity of each object. To identify the optimal number of
clusters, the amount of clusters to be formed is incremented
in several cycles and the average silhouette coefficient is
calculated. The optimal number is then determined by the
highest average silhouette coefficient.
Figure 2 illustrates both cluster methods (WC and FC) for
two exemplary user profiles from our vehicle data set (DS1).
The respective quality of the cluster formation is illustrated by
the entropy of the clusters formed. A lower entropy indicates
a better clustering. The description of the entropy calculation
is given in Equation (5).
With the formed Feature Clusters, a user’s profile of 42
days results in a sequence of 42 clusters, which is exemplary
illustrated in Figure 3. It is now necessary to determine the
next cluster (day), since it is not given by the order of
weekdays, as it is the case with the Weekly Cycle Dependent
approach. To account for this, we assume that successive
clusters provide information about subsequent clusters. The
various regularities of the formed Feature Clusters can be taken
from Figure 3. The same user profiles are used as in Figure 2.
To learn the regularities, a ratio of a dynamic number of
known clusters to a following cluster is to be formed and
learned. In order to improve prediction accuracy, additional
categorical information should also be included to the actual
cluster sequence. The information of known holidays and the
current weekday will be considered in particular. The principle
for two exemplary input clusters for a searched output cluster
is illustrated in Figure 4. The cluster assigned to the respective
day is indicated by each number and color.
The combination of different information types results in
a complex non-linear relationship between input and output.
An ANN is used to find existing patterns in the cluster
sequence by using additional information at the same time.
One advantage of the ANN is that additional information can
be easily integrated into the forecast of the next cluster.
All described input factors of the ANN are categorical
variables. In order to be able to process them, they must be
one-hot encoded [23]. The output of the ANN shows which
cluster is most likely to occur for the next day. Therefore
it must also be one-hot encoded. In addition, the Softmax-
Function [24] is applied to the output. Thus, the values of the
individual outputs range between zero and one with the sum
of all output neurons corresponding to one. As a result, the
output values can be interpreted as probabilities for the cluster
of the following day.
The coded data can now be used to train the ANN in
order to find a functional relationship between the input and
output clusters. Its structure is shown in Figure 5. To recognize
the patterns in the respective profile, several ANNs with a
different number of input clusters Clt−n are trained for each
profile (n = 2, ..., 7). The one with the best cluster prediction
performance is chosen. The trained ANN is then used to obtain
a forecast of the next cluster for the upcoming day. All days in
the recorded user profile assigned to this predicted cluster will
now provide the input for the subsequent Intra-Day Prediction
(see Figure 1).
B. Intra-Day Prediction
The Intra-Day Prediction determines the specific POI for
each time point of the day to be predicted. Therefore, it uses
the outcome of the Inter-Day Prediction which consists of a
list with selected days from the recorded mobility profile. The
content (days) of the list can either be given by the Weekday
Cluster (Weekly Cycle Dependent) or Feature Cluster (Weekly
Cycle Independent). If it is based on WC, the Intra-Day
Prediction is based on all days that are labeled identically to
the corresponding weekday of the next day. If the Intra-Day
Prediction is based on FC, the outcome consists of all days
from the cluster predicted by the ANN (see Figure 5).
We are interested in comparing two different types of
location prediction. For this purpose we employ 1) a location
dependent and 2) a location independent prediction method:
1) Location Dependent: Our location dependent approach
is based on a Markov Model (MM) combined with a Kernel
Density Estimation (KDE). The MM is used to predict the
next most likely location (POI). It is described by a set of
states S = {s1, ..., sm}, which represents the visited POIs of
a user’s profile. Changeovers between those states depend on
their transition probabilities which are defined in a transition
matrix P ∈ Rm×m. The transition probability (P )ij depends
on the quantity of trips driven from POI i to POI j.
The KDE is used for departure time prediction. In order to
determine the most likely departure time for a specific location,
KDE is used to determine periods, in which the temporal
density of specific departure events is the highest. The set
of considered departure events is defined by the previously
predicted destination (POI) and a derived set of accountable
TIDs. The density estimator fˆn(x) is defined as:
fˆn(x) =
1
nb
n∑
i=1
K(
x− xi
b
) (4)
where K is the Gaussian kernel function, x1, ..., xn ∈ R is a
random sample of length n ∈ N and b > 0 is the bandwidth.
This two-stage process consisting of MM and KDE is used
to predict location transitions for periods of up to one week.
For a more detailed description of the location dependent
Intra-Day Prediction, see [7]. It is adapted to work with the
aforementioned Inter-Day Prediction approaches.
2) Location Independent: For reference, we employ a
second model that is a variant of the compression method
Prediction-by-Partial-Match of zeroth order, which has been
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Fig. 2. Clustering approaches for two exemplary user profiles of DS1. Exemplary, User I represents a typical mobility behavior while User II represents an
atypical mobility behavior. Entropy can be used for determining the regularity in mobility profiles (see also Equation (5)). Here we use it as a measure of the
quality of cluster formation. A lower entropy indicates a better cluster formation. (a) shows the tracked profile of User I of six weeks with an Entropy of 0.80.
After clustering User I has a WC-Entropy of 0.34 and a FC-Entropy of 0.27. FC has determined an optimal number of three clusters. (b) shows the tracked
profile of User II of six weeks with an Entropy of 0.82. After clustering User II has a WC-Entropy of 0.69 and a FC-Entropy of 0.17. FC has determined an
optimal number of five clusters. For all sub-images the row corresponds to the day, the column to the time of day and the colors to the visited POIs. All trips
are illustrated in the same colour for a simplified representation.
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Fig. 3. (a) represents the cluster sequence of User I, while (b) represents the cluster sequence of User II. In both cases, a period of six weeks is displayed.
The clusters were formed by Feature Clustering, as shown in Figure 2. Typical weekly regularities can be recognized in (a), while a three-week rhythm can
be seen in (b). Each cluster is additionally highlighted with an individual color.
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Fig. 4. This plot illustrates the idea of cluster sequence prediction. It displays
the sequence of clusters of all recorded days of a mobility profile. The number
and color represents the determined cluster for the respective day. In this
example there are two input days for the Input Layer (Clt−2 = 1, Clt−1 =
1) with the searched day being a Friday (WDt = Fr). In this case the ANN
would predict Clt = 1 as an output.
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Fig. 5. Feedforward ANN for next cluster prediction. The Input Layer consists
of a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 9 neurons. One corresponds to the
weekday of the day looked for (WDt). A second neuron indicates whether the
day of the week looked for is a public holiday (HDt). The remaining neurons
correspond to the clusters of the previous days (Clt−1, ..., Clt−n). The
Output Layer returns the searched cluster of the following day. By applying
the Softmax-Function to the Output Layer, the probability for each possible
cluster is determined.
used in a different form in [25] for mobility prediction. For
our application we combine spatial and temporal information
to divide weekdays in 1440 bins (one bin per weekday
minute) and assign each bin to the recorded POI identifier
(PID). The method uses no context (previous locations) and
will, independent from the user’s current location, predict an
individual’s next location to be the one that has been the
most visited location at the day-specific time bin in the past.
Note that in contrast to the location dependent prediction,
this method is location independent, which especially for long
predictions should be more robust against error propagation.
As this method picks the most occurring POI identifier per
time bin, we refer to this method with the mathematical
operation Mode [6].
Depending on the individual behavior, the prediction results
based on WCD and WCI can vary significantly. For this reason
the framework follows an exhaustive search approach and
creates predictions with both respective sub-methods. Based
on the accuracy achieved for the present profile, the more
suitable sub-method (WCD or WCI) is used for the final
prediction of the profile.
IV. EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the previously described
framework, we will first discuss the characteristics of two
data sets (DS1 and DS2) on hand and present the achieved
prediction accuracy. We introduce three mobility prediction
accuracy metrics for user specific predictions in conjunction
with the corresponding user profile entropy.
A. Data Pre-Processing
As described in Section III, we preprocess DS1 and DS2 to
be processable for the introduced framework. As the data sets
consist of GPS data, we apply the following processing steps:
Identifying POIs: POIs represent important and frequently
visited places of an individual user. We use a mean shift
approach to identify user specific POIs based on start and
end points for driving records of DS1 and center points of
dense location records in DS2. For DS1 arrivals and departures
within a radius of empirically determined 500 meters are
combined to one POI.
Identifying TIDs: Comparable to POIs, frequently driven
trips get assigned to individual Trip IDs. Routes are charac-
terized by a sequences of GPS points and corresponding edges
between consecutively recorded coordinates. We declare route
A and B as similar, when the average of the smallest distances
between all edges of route A to its opposing coordinates of
route B is below a certain threshold. The calculation is based
on the Hausdorff distance and is comparable with methods in
[26] and [27]. Later, we use the identified routes to predict not
only destinations (POIs), but also the most likely route taken
[7].
The pre-processing procedure yields data that contains ag-
gregated information about POIs and the trips in between.
Table I shows a small sample of processed data.
POIDep TimeDep TID POIArr TimeArr
POI1 t1 TID1 POI2 t2
POI2 t3 TID2 POI3 t4
POI3 t5 TID3 POI1 t6
POI1 t7 TID1 POI2 t8
...
...
...
...
...
TABLE I
PROCESSED GPS DATA, EACH ROW REPRESENTS A TRIP BETWEEN TWO
POIS INCLUDING TIME OF DEPARTURE AND ARRIVAL.
Inherent to their collection method, both sets show different
sources of errors, which has a measurable impact on their
prediction accuracy outcome. Based on the definition given in
[11], we apply similar prediction methods on data of different
domains. Vehicle data refers to a specific car and is therefore
considered as single-scale domain (unimodal). On the other
hand, smartphone data is considered as multi-scale domain
(multimodal), as the movement relates to several transportation
systems.
B. Mobility-Profile Analysis
In this section we identify and illustrate different mobility
characteristics and distinctive properties of the collected user
profiles.
81) Observations: Both data sets show differences in their
characteristics, as displayed in Figure 6(a) and 6(b). Vehicles
remain parked for around 61% in average at their most
visited location while location data of smartphones indicate an
average of 54% of dwell time for their most visited location.
For smartphone data more than 80% of the total recorded
time was spent at one of the three most visited locations. The
recorded vehicle data showed a 9% higher likeliness (89%) to
find a vehicle at one of the three most visited parking locations.
Vehicle data is less complex compared to smartphone data
as it features an unimodal movement record. The data shows
fewer locations that we consider as relevant for the user and
trajectories are in general limited to space that is accessible to
vehicles. False data was observed when GPS signal strength
was to weak or not existing, for instance in parking garages
or tunnels.
Smartphone data is more complex compared to vehicle data
as it consists of multimodal travel records and thus covers
greater freedom of movement. The separation of “travel” and
“movement” data is prone to incorrect classification and the
identification of the particular transportation mode is a non-
trivial task [3] [28] [29]. In addition, the available data set DS2
consists of time stamped GPS points without any indication
of transportation mode and was collected without temporal
consistency. To this end, the data set has been re-sampled to
create profiles with one GPS point per minute. In order to be
usable for our subsequent analysis, additional processing was
necessary on the DS2 data set. We separated GPS records into
movement data, for instance when a person travels or walks
and non-movement data, when a person remains stationary.
We assigned a trip when the data indicates an average speed
of ≥10 km/h for at least 180 seconds.
2) Determine Profile Regularity: The maximum achievable
prediction accuracy is limited by the randomness of the
movement patterns within a user’s profile. Entropy measure
is one way to quantify randomness and gives an indication
about the maximal achievable prediction accuracy [6].
Literature proposes different approaches to estimate entropy
in mobility data. Song et al. [20] were one of the first
to use entropy to determine regularity in mobility profiles.
They discovered that entropy indicates an upper limit to the
predictability of human mobility. However, their approach is
not independent of the spatial and temporal resolution on hand.
As Burbey writes in [30], the form of representation of data
has an impact on the prediction outcome. This is related to the
findings of [6] and [31], showing that the spatial and temporal
resolution of data influences the maximum predictability of
movement data. Ikanovic et al. illustrated in [31] that the
maximum achievable predictability increases with a lower
temporal and spatial resolution of the same data.
Therefore we use an alternative temporal and local inde-
pendent formula to calculate the entropy similar to [32]. We
estimate the entropy E based on:
E = −
∑T
j=1
∑
i∈Pj
lij
N · log
(
lij
N
)
T
(5)
where the number of time slots in one day is T , the number
of days is N , Pj is the set of all visited locations at time slot
j and lij is the number of times location i ∈ Pj dominates
time slot j for j = 1, . . . , T .
Figure 7 illustrates the entropy distribution for both data
sets in a histogram. It shows that the average entropy for DS1
is lower compared to DS2. This is due, among other things,
to the higher level of mobility for smartphone data (DS2) than
for vehicle data (DS1). The higher entropy is also indicated
by the higher number of relevant POIs for DS2 as shown in
Figure 6.
C. Prediction Performance Analysis
An adequate comparison of different prediction models
is challenging for several reasons: One reason is that most
investigations use different data sets. Another is that there are
divers measurements that indicate the accuracy of a prediction
method.
For the experiment, we present three different accuracy
metrics to indicate the model’s prediction performance. For the
measurement, the available profiles are cut in periods of seven
consecutive weeks. In addition, we separate the last week from
each mobility profile. This single week is not presented to
the prediction models and serves for testing the prediction
accuracy for each individual (out-of-sample test). Based on our
previously given definition of medium-term mobility, which is
characterized by prediction horizons of up to one week, the
training data set has been dimensioned to create a 6:1 ratio of
training and testing data, which is comparable to other research
projects in mobility prediction [3] [33].
Under “Approach” Table II and III lists the different
previously described combinations of Inter- and Intra-Day
prediction methods and their mean and median prediction
performances. The features (current location and current time
of day) for the different approaches are the same.
The first accuracy metric illustrates the comparison of one
predicted day to the first day of the separated test week (third
column in Table II and III). The fourth column (“1 Week”) is
used to indicate the accuracy that the framework achieved for
the prediction of seven consecutive days, using the entire test
week as comparison.
For an individual with a typical travel behavior, the sepa-
rated test week would be a good representation of the remain-
ing six weeks. However, this does not apply to individuals
that show atypical travel behavior. Another source of error
is that there might be a risk of separating a week that has
no similarities to the remaining six weeks. For instance due
to holidays, end of a semester, etc. In a best case scenario,
the test week shares 100% similarity with the previous weeks.
However, any deviation from regular behavior in the test week,
would lead to a decrease in accuracy, even if an algorithm
would have learned the past behavior correctly.
To account for this, we also compare the predicted week
to the average mobility behavior of all seven weeks (third
accuracy metric). For this purpose we compare the similarity
of the predicted week with each of the seven recorded profile
weeks. The normalized fraction of correct overlap accounts for
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Fig. 6. (a) dwell time in percent per top ten location for vehicle data (DS1, 30 data samples). Around 89% of total record time is spend at one of the three
most visited locations. (b) dwell time in percent per top ten location for smartphone data (DS2, 96 data samples). Around 80% of total record time is spend
at one of the three most visited locations.
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Fig. 7. (a) shows the histogram of the Entropy of DS1 while (b) shows the histogram of the Entropy of DS2. The entropy peak of DS1 is about 0.9, while
DS2 is about 1.6.
the performance accuracy. This corresponds to an in-sample
test.
Figure 1 shows that both Intra-Day Predictors (MM/KDE or
Mode) are applicable with both Inter-Day Predictions (Weekly
Cycle Dependent or Weekly Cylce Independent). This results
in a total of four possible prediction outcomes. A fifth and
sixth possibility arises when the respective Intra-Day Predic-
tion automatically selects between the Inter-Day Predictions
based on the better achieved accuracy (Auto-Select). This
results in six different combinations of sub-methods per data
set, whereby the achieved performance is compared with the
three aforementioned accuracy metrics. Table II shows the
achieved accuracy results for the proposed models for DS1,
while Table III shows the achieved accuracy results for the
proposed models for DS2.
In general, the Mode operator achieves higher accuracy in
all three accuracy metrics for both DS1 and DS2. Mode in
conjunction with WCD achieves a slightly higher accuracy for
one week and seven weeks than the Mode based on WCI. This
can be attributed to the fact that most profiles do indeed show a
weekly cycle based rhythm. Only for the one day comparison,
the Mode with WCI in DS1 achieves a comparably high
accuracy as the Mode with WCD.
Based on the exhaustive search approach, the framework
calculates each Intra-Day Prediction for both Inter-Day Pre-
dictions. The better performing Inter-Day Prediction is chosen
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Approach 1 Day 1 Week 7 Weeks
WCD + MM/KDE Mean 52% 36% 34%Median 53% 34% 34%
WCI + MM/KDE Mean 53% 41% 38%Median 56% 37% 35%
Auto-Select + MM/KDE Mean 60% 44% 41%Median 66% 41% 38%
WCD + Mode Mean 76% 68% 71%Median 81% 72% 72%
WCI + Mode Mean 77% 66% 66%Median 86% 70% 68%
Auto-Select + Mode Mean 83% 70% 69%Median 86% 75% 70%
TABLE II
ACHIEVED PREDICTION ACCURACY BASED ON DS1.
Approach 1 Day 1 Week 7 Weeks
WCD + MM/KDE Mean 46% 32% 28%Median 45% 31% 30%
WCI + MM/KDE Mean 46% 38% 34%Median 47% 35% 32%
Auto-Select + MM/KDE Mean 53% 40% 35%Median 56% 36% 33%
WCD + Mode Mean 53% 55% 57%Median 57% 56% 57%
WCI + Mode Mean 49% 49% 49%Median 52% 49% 48%
Auto-Select + Mode Mean 58% 56% 55%Median 61% 58% 57%
TABLE III
ACHIEVED PREDICTION ACCURACY BASED ON DS2.
(Auto-Select) based on the average prediction accuracy (of 1
Day, 1 Week, 7 Weeks). The decision is done individually for
each user profile.
Hence, the identification of atypical travel behavior is con-
ducted by selecting the better performing prediction method.
If the prediction method for atypical movement performed
better than the method for typical movement, the framework
indicates that the respective individual shows an atypical
movement behavior.
We conclude that location dependent prediction is more
prone to errors caused by atypical travel behavior, as for 60%
of our data profiles (DS1 and DS2), the ANN improved the
prediction accuracy by 13.9% in average. Location indepen-
dent prediction is less prone to atypical movement, as the
accuracy for 22% of data profiles was improved by 5.8% in
average through the ANN approach.
An insight into the prediction performance of the ANN itself
is given in Figure 8. It shows the average prediction accu-
racy of seven consecutively predicted clusters (days), which
corresponds to the accuracy metric “1 Week”. To determine
the ANN’s predictive accuracy, we clustered the seven days
of the out-of-sample data (Feature Clusters) and compared
them to the predicted cluster of the ANN outcome. This
results in a binary comparison of whether the correct cluster
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Fig. 8. Average cluster prediction performance of the ANN for a seven-day
(cluster) prediction. Since incorrectly predicted clusters serve as input values
for the next forecast, the prediction accuracy decreases (propagation error).
was predicted or not. It turns out that the forecast accuracy
decreases over several days. This can be explained by the fact
that the predicted cluster again serves as an input value for
the ANN. An incorrectly predicted cluster thus influences the
prediction of the next cluster, causing the error to propagate.
Figure 9 shows a detailed distribution of the achieved
accuracy per user profile over the respective entropy. The plots
(a), (b) and (c) in Figure 9 correspond to the data from row
“Auto-Select + MM/KDE” of Table II and III, while the plots
(d), (e) and (f) in Figure 9 correspond to the data from row
“Auto-Select + Mode” of Table II and III. The colored marking
of the data is used to distinguish between DS1 and DS2.
Figure 9 illustrates the correlation between prediction accu-
racy and entropy for the introduced accuracy metrics. Vehicle
data (blue) shows a systematically lower entropy and hence
a better prediction accuracy compared to smartphone data
(red). We conclude a better predictability for vehicle data
as vehicles are “less mobile” compared to human beings in
terms of freedom of movement. Furthermore, we assume fewer
detection errors in DS1 as it, other than DS2, requires no
assumption about the transportation mode and hence should
provide a better base for prediction.
The three different performance measures visualize the
challenge of choosing an adequate performance indicator for
location prediction data. While a day by day comparison of
observation and prediction data is prone to outliers (Figure
9 (a) and (d)) for both MM/KDE and Mode, a comparison
with the movement of an entire week shows a stronger
correlation between entropy and prediction accuracy. Even
though the mean and median prediction accuracy in DS1 and
DS2 decreases for both MM/KDE and Mode. The “limits of
predictability” become most obvious in Figure 9 (c) and (f),
where one week of prediction data is compared to seven weeks
of observation data. We expected a decrease of prediction
accuracy for longer predictions due to error propagation. For
the MM/KDE prediction variant in particular, we observe
a higher decrease, which can be explained by the Markov
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Fig. 9. Accuracy over Entropy: (a) 1 Day MM/KDE, (b) 1 Week MM/KDE, (c) 7 Weeks MM/KDE, (d) 1 Day Mode, (e) 1 Week Mode, (f) 7 Weeks Mode.
Assessing the scatter plots from left to right illustrates that the shorter the comparison time frame between prediction accuracy and entropy, the smaller its
correlation. This is reasonable as for the accuracy measure a day could have been chosen by coincidence that deviates from the average entropy of the entire
profile data in (a) and (d). Also note that the mean and median prediction accuracy is higher in (a) and (d) which we explain by the fact that always the first
day of prediction has been used for the calculation, which naturally has fewer propagation errors than the prediction of an entire week.
Model’s location dependency [8].
Also note that in Figure 9 (a) and (d), the prediction, re-
gardless of the individual entropy, is in some cases completely
incorrect. We remark that a simple predictor (Mode) did not
perform better in these occasions, which implies that the user
did something irregular.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we introduced a spatio-temporal mobility
prediction framework, that focuses on a medium-term horizon,
which typically covers periods of one week. With help of
real-world data sets, we demonstrate that not in all cases a
weekday-specific prediction, which is used by a number of
state of the art prediction methods, leads to the best user
specific mobility prediction. Instead, for individuals that follow
atypical travel patterns, a feature related clustering method
outperforms the weekday-specific prediction method. For 22%
of individuals in our data sets, the framework detects atypical
behavior and creates better prediction accuracy. We introduced
an exhaustive search approach that computes and selects the
best individual performing prediction method based on the
achieved accuracy and adjusts the corresponding framework
output leading to a better real-world applicability of the
proposed framework.
Overall, we achieve a median accuracy of 75% for vehicle-
based mobility profiles and 58% for smartphone based mobil-
ity profiles for an one-week mobility forecast and demonstrate
that the prediction outcome corresponds to the individuals
profile entropy. We remark that these values must not be
compared with performance indices of prediction methods
that where applied for short-term prediction. We showed that
our proposed framework tends to reach the entropy based
upper limit of predictability. For further analysis, we intend to
dynamically change the time frame of accountable data, which
sets the basis for our prediction framework, to quantify the
effect of historically old and new movement data. Also, future
iterations of the proposed framework could include alternative
sequence prediction models.
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